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Hu Anguo was one of the important scholars in the development of the 
Song Dynasty Confucianism. owing to the historical achievements of 
spreading Neo-Confucianism，he received high praises from many academic 
historians. He was known widely for Hu’s Commentary on Spring and Autumn 
Annals. this book was a great impact works and widespreaded in the Song 
dynasty，Yuan dynasty，Ming dynasty. Gradually it been identified as the official 
imperial examination textbooks， nosed at the examination site for 300 years，
until the establishment of the Qing regime. There had been lots of research 
works on Hu’s academic thinking，which had also lots of criticisms and 
controversies. This paper, on the basis of previous studies，followed by the 
study of Chinese Classics thought, according to the principle of history and 
logic， fact and value combining research，taking induction and reasoning, 
followed by discussion.  
In the content arrangement，this paper has four parts. The first part is 
review，which would introduce Hu’s thought process，research the writing 
process of Spring and Autumn Annals，analyze the writing style and henry 
characteristics of Spring and Autumn Annals ， highlight Hu’s academic 
personality and ideas orientation. The second part would discuss his 
“Calamity” thought. Firstly，we will analyze the rationale of “Calamity” 
thought—“Heaven and Man” and by“Take Heaven to Say”expound the new 
trend of Calamity occurred. Secondly, will analyze value of "Calamity" Thinking 
— thought of the people expounding. The third part mainly would discuss the 
unified theory from respecting the king and the inhibition of courtiers. That is ，
the reconstruction of the ruling order. Combined with the background，the 
fourth part mainly from “Debate the foreign barbarians”and “Rvenge”two 
aspects study his ethnic relations thought. At the same time ，we will also 














above，we can have a conclusion that ，this paper attempts to explain that Hu’s 
Commentary on Spring and Autumn Annals is a long current political article to 
meet the needs of the ruling class. 
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有文集 15 卷、《全宋文》卷 3146 收有其文；胡以《春秋》条例著《资治
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① 参见舒大刚主编《宋代文化研究》（第十五辑），四川大学出版社，2008 年。 





































报》，（人文社科版），2002 年第 3 期。 




年第 1 期。 
还有一些零散的论说不再一一列举。目前关于胡安国《春秋》学的研究，从
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